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ATTENTION: PLEASE READ BEFORE CONTINUING.
This shower head is made of stainless steel, a material 
that does not release trace of chromium or zinc in 
water. It is also well known for longevity and for its 
surface, that remains unchanged in time.
Faucets and plumbing must be inspected and rinsed 
according to normative pefore connecting the 
product to the plumbing system. Always install the 
supplied �lter gasket between the waterfall and the 
hydraulic system. We also recommend a �lter installed 
upstream of the system to avoid impurities that could 
irreparably damage the product.
This waterfall can be damaged by the “water hammer” 
e�ect, that occurs when the �ow of water inside a pipe 
outburst into the waterfall connector.

1- Remove the protective shell (A)

2- Place the waterfall (D) onto the wall, check
that the water pipe is in the middle of the
bracket and then mark the dowels positions.

6 - Insert the hose (F) into the connector (G)
7 - place the waterfall onto the wall and 
tigthen the screws (E) in the dowels

8 - Place the protective shall (A) back

3- Drill on the previously marked points with
a 10mm bit
4 - Insert the dowels into the holes (B)
5 - screw the connector (C) onto the system
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Autore: Codice Cliente: Materiale: Peso: Finitura superficiale:

Descrizione:

Tolleranze secondo UNI - EN 22768

Dimensioni angolari / ISO 2768-FDimensioni lineari / ISO 2768-F

Scala: Foglio:

Data Creazione: N° Revisione:

Rugosità: Smussi non quotati: Raggi non quotati:

Formato:

Data:
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